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if you want a new, updated, working rom, a pre-compiled archive is available from the releases page . to install the rom, use a hex editor such as winhex to extract the contents of the file you downloaded. then put the data in prototype 2\data. you may have to use save in the aforementioned folder to create it if it does not exist. keep in mind this download contains a
demo version of the base game. the console version of the game is patched as well. you will have to get the patch manually. as the menus aren't yet unlocked, you won't be able to see any differences in the game itself. copy prototype 2-a-c-u-m.exe from prototype 2's main folder (i.e. the one you extracted in the first step) and run it in windows. the menu should open
and you can select install and then close this window. now you have to patch the game with the cheat engine patcher. download the file prototype 2\patcher.exe and double click it. it should install a menu and then patch the game. you can exit and save from the main menu and exit. once the game has been patched, you can start it and play the game normally. if you
want the offline version of the game, extract the contents of the archive, and place it in prototype 2\patch\off. to install the update, use a hex editor such as winhex to extract the contents of the archive. then put the data in prototype 2\patch\off. the menu should open and you can select update and then close this window. download the file prototype 2\patch\patcher.
note: refer to the save/cheats section above for information on how to save/load a game to use these codes. if you try to use a cheat in the middle of a match then you'll be kicked from the game. please use these codes when your players are offline. finally, use these codes to try and unlock the items. the codes provided on this page are probably the most effective ones.
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playerunknown's battlegrounds has a list of in-game cheats that are unlocked with red bricks, which you can read more about with our red brick locations guide. and if you'd like to see the complete list of characters available, then see the playerunknowns battlegrounds character unlock guide, and if you need extra currency to unlock them, use our how to farm studs
page. modern warfare has a list of in-game cheats that are unlocked with red bricks, which you can read more about with our red brick locations guide. and if you'd like to see the complete list of characters available, then see the modern warfare character unlock guide, and if you need extra currency to unlock them, use our how to farm studs page. satisfaction will unlock

up to three waves of enemies, increasing your chances of getting an extra-special enemy. if you need more than one extra-special enemy, try reloading your save file and checking the difficulty setting. besides satisfaction, there are no other methods of gaining more extra-special enemies. constructconstruct skill 1 unlockconstruct skill 2 unlockconstruct skill 3
unlockweaponshit chance +5%hit chance +10%hit chance +15%hit chance +20%miscspeed up time 1.5xspeed up time 2xspeed up time 3xspeed up time 4x this glitch will give you 1000m payout at the beginning of the game. keep in mind that if you're using a paid pack (such as kmart's promo or the kmart vintage), you'll be given the game for free, but you'll get less

money than if you've downloaded the game from the pc or online stores. to fix the glitch, exit the game before entering the game's main menu and then reload the game, and make sure you don't use online services before exiting. 5ec8ef588b
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